
BID LIST NO.  0406
SPECIFICATIONS

PROPERTY NUMBER 242845

STRIPPER, FLOOR, FOR HI-SPEED BURNISHED FLOORS

Please use the following specifications.

General Use and Characteristics

The stripper is to be used for removing hi-gloss High Speed Thermal Floor Finishers.  It should have no
obnoxious odors.  It can be lightly ammoniated but have no irritating odors.

The manufacturer must state on his product the recommended ounces to use per gallon of water for
removing the High gloss-high speed thermal floor finishers.  Also instructions should be included for
stripping the finisher manually or with machines.

In addition it should have the following specific characteristics:

Free Alkali (as NaOH) 50-g/l min.
Ammonium Hydroxide 1.0% max.
Butyl Cellosolve 4.0% min.

Solubility in water completes Performance. When using the manufacturer's recommended use-dilution
solution, the striper must be capable of removing high gloss-high speed thermal floor finish using GPO
stripping procedures without damage to July 31, 1996 the floor tiles underneath.

Bid evaluation Bids shall be evaluated on the basis of price per gallon of use-dilution solution obtainable. 
This is calculated as follows:

Price per gallon of use-dilution solution = A x B C

Where A = bid price per container of product
     B = ounces of product needed to make one gallon of use dilution solution
     C = ounces of product per container

Bidders shall state on their bid the amount of product (in ounces) required to make one gallon of use-
dilution solution as stated on the label.  Where more than one use-dilution solution is stated on the label,
the use-dilution with the largest quantity of product per gallon of use-dilution solution shall be used in
determining the cost.

Sample Requirement:
A one- (1) gallon sample is required for laboratory and performance testing.  Once the material has passed
both tests it will be placed on the qualified products list.  No additional sample will be needed for further
purchases unless the formulation of that product changes.

Acceptable Products:

Soilax Regain Lo-Suds Stripper - Heavy Duty Degreaser - manufactured by Economics Laboratory, Inc. of
St. Paul, Minnesota. (12.8 oz/gallon)

Final Strip H.D. Wax and Finish Stripper - manufactured by Pioneer/Eclipse Corporation of Sparta, North
Carolina. (8.0 oz/gallon)



Cello Mop N Strip Floor Striper - Washington Paper and Chemicals


